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SOUTHERN WATER CUSTOMER CHALLENGE GROUP 
 

 

Conference call on ODIs - 04 March 2019: 14:00 – 15:00  
 

 

 

Present:  Anna Bradley (Chair)   

 Steve Hare George Seligman 

Nicci Russell  

 
Observers David Howarth (EA)  Graham Horton (NE) 

 

 

Apologies Phil Belden Karen Gibbs 

 Ana Christie Dan McDonald 

Nick Eves  

 
In Attendance: Simon Oates Sally Beck 

 Kevin Wightman  Jordan Brinsley 

Ollie Farr (Relish Research)  

 
 

 
The Chair explained that the conference call was to keep Members up to date regarding 
the additional customer research that would test the acceptability of the revisions to the 
SWS ODI (Outcome Delivery Incentive) package. It was the only opportunity the CCG 
would have to influence this work, due to the timescales involved. The revisions to the ODI 
package represented the single largest aspect of the IAP for SWS. The research was 
designed to be qualitative with a small number of participants involved and the outcomes 
would be presented at the meeting the following Monday, 11 March. Ollie Farr from Relish 
Research clarified that the research was designed to explore customer views on the 
concept of ODIs, the impact on bills that the penalties and rewards would have, and to 
confirm whether SWS had struck the right balance. It was a limited, qualitative sampling of 
around 25 customers.       
 
Kevin Wightman, SWS Head of Economic Regulation, confirmed that Members had 
already had the opportunity to provide comments on the research methodology. Ofwat had 
adopted a universal approach in its evaluation of ODIs, and the feedback to SWS was 
broadly in line with that received across the industry. He briefly set out the changes 
proposed following the IAP and asked Members for their views.  
 
The key points raised were that: 

a) even though the CCG had made representations that the original set of ODIs did 
not seem to be based on customers’ priorities, the revised package still did not 
reflect these 

b) category 1, 2 and 3 pollution incidents were still grouped together in a single ODI, 
and non-pollution attracted a significant reward. Pollution was illegal and Members 
view was that: 

i. customer did not support rewards for non-pollution   
ii. serious category 1 incidents should be classified separately from the less 

serious categories 2 and 3.   
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Had these issues been revisited? 

 
David Howarth, Environment Agency (EA), commented that Ofwat were driving all 
companies to reach Upper Quartile (UQ) for pollution incidents. For SWS this represented 
a halving of incidents. As WISER (the Water Industry Strategic Environmental 
Requirements) only required a 40% reduction, the EA was content with the target. 
However, all pollution was illegal and the EA view was that rewarding non-pollution was 
inappropriate. The approach to pollution ODIs was not consistent. South West and 
Bournemouth Water was the only company that did not propose an ODI reward for non-
pollution.   
 
Simon Oates, SWS Director of Corporate Strategy and Regulatory Affairs, clarified that 
Ofwat required all Companies to set ODIs based on UQ performance and would only be 
rewarding Companies that reached it. This could have significant financial implications as 
SWS may not receive enough funding in the overall package to achieve the ambitions set 
out in its Business Plan. The IAP had not challenged SWS’s list of targets. Ofwat had 
confirmed that the Company had attached ODIs to the right set of Performance 
Commitments, so these were not changing. But Ofwat required each company’s total ODI 
package to fall within a comparable range, so this is what was now being recalibrated. The 
caps and collars were also being revisited as Ofwat considered the boundaries were too 
tight and a wider range should be applied. The customer research would test the 
acceptability of the recalibration.  
 
In order to recalibrate, Kevin reported that SWS had looked at previous suites of research, 
including the 2107 Willingness to Pay research and the insight gained during PR14, to 
ensure it understood which things customers valued most. It had reworked the ODIs with 
more weight given to the earlier research and then cross-checked this against the ODIs 
other water companies had published. He was reasonably comfortable that SWS had 
undertaken sufficient revisions to align its ODIs with those of other companies.  
 
The Chair thought it would be helpful to have greater clarity on what had changed due to 
the recalibration and particularly which ODIs had changed to conform to the industry 
norms. Kevin confirmed that only three ODIs, leakage, interruptions to supply, and sewer 
flooding depended on the levels set by the wider industry. Interruptions to supply was the 
main outlier that required changing, as SWS had set much lower rewards than the 
weighting applied by other companies. In general, Ofwat were looking for fairness to 
customers. For example, if the proposed investment in the desalination plant at Fawley did 
not go ahead, then Ofwat expected that funding stream to be returned to customers.        
 
The Chair observed that the time to challenge the level of ambition in the Business Plan 
had passed and that this was now a technical exercise regarding the ODIs, both at an 
individual level and the overall balance of the package. It would be really helpful to have 
the discussions articulated clearly at the next meeting to set the scene.  
 
She asked Members if they had any further questions. Other than a comment that this 
discussion mirrored the recent discussion between Ofwat and CCG Chairs, there were 
none.   
 
 
    
 
 


